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This report is based on the findings of internationally trained local monitors who
documented incidents in several regions of South Sudan. Based on the information

collected, there is a reasonable basis to believe that the incidents listed in this
report occurred and meet the threshold for core international crimes. Both the

monitors and the national human rights organization they collaborated with must
remain anonymous, given the security risks currently faced by civil society

organizations in the country. 
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Since gaining its independence in 2011, South Sudan has been marred by armed conflicts, territorial

disputes, power struggles, interethnic violence,  food shortages, mass displacement of populations,

and in general, a succession of humanitarian crises.  .The signing of the 'Revitalized Agreement on

the Resolution of the Conflict in the Republic of South Sudan' (R-ARCSS) in 2018 was a crucial step in

the country’s effort toward democratization, peace-building, and reconciliation. The limited

implementation of all peace agreements has led South Sudan to fall back into a situation marked by

waves of localized violence, abuses, and violations targeting the civilian population....

Recent verification missions conducted by the United Nations Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS)

show that ongoing hostilities and political fragmentation in the country continue to affect civilians,

with at least 922 civilians subjected to killings, injuries, abductions, or conflict-related sexual

violence between April and June 2022.  The civilian population also suffers from severe food

insecurity, forced displacement, destruction of property, and looting of resources. Moreover,

populations are struck by natural disasters,   including deadly floods that have overflown entire

villages and farmlands.   Civilians caught up in conflicts or targeted by violent actors, including

members of government forces, armed groups, or local militias, are massively fleeing their homes.

Displaced communities exposed to dire living conditions are particularly vulnerable and in need of

humanitarian assistance.

The country's overall conflict situation has drastically impaired the population’s right to life, health,

education, and liberty, with civilians subjected to serious abuses including torture and mistreatment,

detention, and extrajudicial killings.  Additionally, as confirmed by several incident reports identified

below, the lives of children are particularly at risk and are mostly compounded by cases of rape,

sexual violence, intimidation, abduction, and killings.   Monitors' reports, as well as recent field

investigations conducted by UNMISS, also revealed a concerning rise in sexual and gender-based

violence, including rape, abductions, forced marriage, and sexual assaults against women and girls

in the country. 
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While evidence points toward a reasonable basis to believe that many of the incidents identified in this

report amount to core international crimes (including war crimes and crimes against humanity), impunity

prevails in the country. Some signs of progress are however noticeable, with national initiatives moving

toward justice and reconciliation, as illustrated by the resolution of disputes between cattle keepers and

farmers by a Joint Special Mobile Court (JSMC) and the prosecution of sexual crimes by military courts.....

Anees Ahmed, a senior UNMISS official, points out that such initiatives aim to combine "the traditional

justice system, which is a critical facet of the overarching legal framework in South Sudan, with the

principal formal justice system."  .  Nevertheless, national efforts to bring justice to the victims of atrocity

crimes remain limited, with accountability mechanisms such as the Hybrid Court for South Sudan (HCSS)

or the Compensation and Reparations Authority (CRA) pending implementation by the South Sudanese

authorities.

In such a precarious peace-building process, the increasing polarization of communities and political

violence will likely continue harming the civilian population if nothing is done to end and prevent such

patterns of violations. In May 2022, the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) adopted Resolution 2633,

extending its sanction regime against South Sudan to prevent the direct or indirect supply, sale, and

transfer of arms to the territory of South Sudan..... In light of their limited efforts in implementing

domestic accountability mechanisms,   the US Department of State's Spokesperson highlighted in July

2022 that "South Sudan's leaders have not fully availed themselves of the support these monitoring

mechanisms provide and have demonstrated a lack of political will necessary to implement critical

reforms".......Local populations, along with victims and community leaders, are increasingly calling for the

implementation of the peace process in the country....  and are urging authorities to further engage in

reconciliation and accountability. 

In this context, between May and July 2022, local human rights monitors collected information on

incidents that took place in the Greater Bahr El-Ghazal region (Rumbek and Tonj), the Greater Equatoria

region (Torit, Yei, Juba and Kajo Keji) and the Greater Upper Nile region (Bor and Bentiu). The

documented incidents have reached the legal threshold to be considered as core international crimes,

including rape, murder, looting or pillaging, abduction, arbitrary detention, torture, ill-treatment, forced

disappearance, forced displacement, and destruction of property. 
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Although monitors’ activities in South Sudan decreased in August 2021 due to a crackdown on civil

society organizations, their documentation work efficiently resumed in early 2022. Between May and

July of 2022, monitors recorded one hundred and forty-nine (149) incidents in the country. 

In this newsletter, eighty-eight (88) of the one hundred and forty-nine (149) documented incidents

are presented as having met international standards and thus qualify for a feature below. Although

the monitors' reporting work took place during the May-July period, this newsletter also covers

incidents that occured in January-April 2022 and had not been included in the previous newsletter.

These eighty-eight (88) incidents provide a reasonable basis to believe that severe human rights

abuses, as well as serious violations of international criminal and humanitarian laws were

perpetrated during the reporting period. Based on South Sudan’s international obligation to respect,

protect, and fulfill the rights of those who fall under its jurisdiction, its Government should put an

end to all atrocity crimes committed within its territory. We urge the Government of South Sudan to

investigate and prosecute those responsible for core international crimes and engage in a process of

peace-building and reconciliation to prevent the reoccurrence of more crimes against the South

Sudanese population. The situation in the country will therefore remain under close monitoring, and

evidence-collection efforts will continue in order to support future accountability prospects and hold

those responsible for their participation in international crimes accountable.
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METHODOLOGY

The following newsletter is a result of the

combined work of local human rights monitors

with a South Sudanese human rights organization.

Through evidence collection, monitors were able

to document incidents that took place within the

South Sudanese territory. The information

gathered provided a reasonable basis to believe

that the incidents occurred as reported and

amount to core international crimes or serious

violations of human rights law. The monitors have

been trained by an international non-profit

organization and have learned how to conduct

their documentation and reporting process in

compliance with all relevant standards of

international investigation. Throughout each step

of their work, monitors have been advised and

guided by international experts and have learned

how to correctly identify and distinguish

international crimes, human rights violations and

domestic crimes. In light of the complex security

situation in South Sudan and out of concern for

their safety and integrity, all monitors and

organizations involved in this project will remain

anonymous.

The documentation work conducted by monitors is

solely based on information collected through

interviews of victims, witnesses or others with

knowledge of the incident. All interviewees were

fully informed about the purpose of the monitors'

work, how the information provided would be

used, and how their personal data would be

protected. Informed consent was obtained by

monitors for each of the documented incidents.

Upon completion of each interview, monitors were

tasked to produce an investigative report for each

of them. Based on their findings, they identified

whether international crimes had been committed

by different actors (e.g. South Sudan's military and

police forces, armed militias or other armed

groups), and whether patterns of violence

(including gender-based, intercommunal and

interethnic violence) could be detected in the

country. Reports were then shared with the

monitors' partner organization and international

experts, who provided detailed and actionable

feedback. This review process allowed monitors to

improve their work and ensure that all information

had been collected in accordance with key

principles of confidentiality, informed consent, and

neutrality. The information gathered in the reports

was, where possible, corroborated through the

interview of more than one witness, cross-checked

with open-source evidence, and compared to other

reports in one or more regions.

Due to security concerns, a certain number of

covered incidents will not feature herein. The

findings of this newsletter may be read together

with other credible and legitimate sources of public

information, especially that of the United Nations

Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights

(OHCHR), United Nations Mission in South Sudan

(UNMISS), or United Nations Security Council

(UNSC). Information collected by local entities

should also be assessed in order to ensure a

complete depiction and analysis of the current

situation. Awareness of massive and systematic

human rights violations in South Sudan is a key

step in the quest for accountability, justice, and

reparation for the victims, whose number is,

unfortunately, growing by the day. 



GREATER BAHR EL-GHAZAL REGION

RUMBEK

Several situations reported in the Greater Bahr El-Ghazal

region highlight the role played by members of the South

Sudan People Defense Forces (SSPDF) and the National

Security Services (NSS) in incidents of torture, arbitrary

arrests, and extrajudicial killings. This situation in this region

is also characterized by intercommunal violence, often

caused by cattle-related disputes. Such disputes tend to

worsen and lead to situations where civilians are seriously

harmed, tortured, or even killed. In this newsletter, monitors

also documented several attacks carried out by local youth

groups. An intensification of cases of gender-based violence,

including rape of young girls, was ascertained by monitors.
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INCIDENTS

During the reporting period covered by this newsletter, fifty-six (56) killings were recorded in the Greater

Bahr El-Ghazal region, of which twenty-two (22) had been committed by members of the SSPDF. Additionally,

one (1) killing was reportedly carried out by the National Security Service (NSS), twenty-five (25) by armed

youth groups, and six (6) by unidentified groups. Out of the fourteen (8) instances of rape recorded for this

region, thirteen (7) had been perpetrated by the SSPDF and one (1) by the SSNPS. In the Greater Bahr El-

Ghazal region, monitors also registered thirty-seven (37) instances of torture, of which thirty-three (33) had

been perpetrated by SSPDF men, three (3) by the SSNPS, and one (1) by an unidentified group. 

January 02, 2022: Around 21:00, five (5) SSPDF armed men, wearing green military uniforms with a South

Sudan flag on their sleeves and whose faces were covered, came to the victim's house in Tambauri town,

where he lived with his Balanda wife. The armed men, speaking Azande, called out the victim's name and

when the latter did not answer, one (1) of the perpetrators entered the victim's home and dragged him

outside. The armed men sat him  by the door and shot him in the head in front of his wife and child. Then,

they continued talking amongst themselves and laughing. The victim's wife could not understand what they

were saying, and they eventually left the house. 

February 11, 2022: Three (3) armed men raped a 17-year-old girl in Ngap village. Two (2) of them were

dressed in black military uniforms, and the third one was wearing a red t-shirt. One perpetrator was holding a

black gun attached to a brown handle, while the other two (2) men carried AK-47s. In the evening, the victim 
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left her house to fetch water. The perpetrators

stopped her on her way back home. The armed

man wearing the red t-shirt grabbed the victim's

left hand, pulled her to the roadside, hit her with

the handle of the gun, slapped her face, and

penetrated her while she was screaming. The

perpetrator spoke in Dinka language to the victim.

Subsequently, the second and third perpetrators

penetrated the victim, whose hands were blocked,

until she lost consciousness. The perpetrators left

the girl on the side of the road. Two (2) Bodaboda

men found the victim and took her to the police

station, from where she was taken to Wulu

Hospital for treatment. The victim received four

days of intensive treatment. The victim received

psychological support but she still suffers from

shame within the community.

February 12, 2022: Around 09:00, eight (8) armed

men (dressed in green SSPDF military uniforms

and driving a numberless blue pickup car) arrested

a 21-year-old civilian and his cousin in Manai

village. The armed men ordered the 21-year-old

civilian to sit down while pointing a gun at his

head. They then drove both victims to the Billing

military detention facility, where the victims were

detained for two days. During their detention, the

victims received 51 strokes every morning and

evening and were subjected to forced labor (in

particular, cutting trees). On the second day, the

21-year-old victim tried to run away while he was

cutting a tree. An armed man saw him trying to

escape and shot him in the back. The victim was

brought to the Billing Primary Health Care Unit

(PHCU), where he died of his injuries. 

March 12, 2022: Around 19:00, nine (9) armed men

(six -6- of them wearing dark grey military

uniforms) arrived in Timic village in a military car

labeled "Lakes Patrol" and arrested a 38-year-old

civilian at his house. The armed men tied the 

victim's hands behind his back and took him to their

vehicle. They drove him to a military detention

facility, where he was detained for three days. His

relatives were not allowed to visit or get in touch

with him. On March 15, during the afternoon, a

group of nine (9) armed men arrived at the

detention facility in the same vehicle that they had

used to arrest the victim and drove the victim into a

forest. They were holding AK-47s and wearing

military uniforms with red pieces of cloth tied on

their left shoulders. In the forest, the perpetrators

shot the victim, whose body was later found by

relatives, who took him home for burial.

  
May 12, 2022: Around 11:00, armed men wearing

SSPDF military uniforms, holding AK-47s and driving

in two blue pickups labeled "Lakes State Patrol",

took out three (3) young civilians from the Rumbek

East County military detention facility and drove

them into a nearby bush. They shot the victims with

their guns. One of the perpetrators checked if all

the victims were dead. He saw that a civilian was

still breathing and he shot him again. The

perpetrators then left the dead bodies. The victims

were suspected of cattle theft. Their case had not

been investigated.

 
May 14, 2022: The commander of the Tiger Division

in Yirol West removed eight (8) detainees (seven -7-

civilians and one -1- soldier) from the Baburzeid

military prison. Several armed SSPDF members

drove the eight victims to a forest in the Arielteen

area, on the Yirol-Rumbek road. They traveled in

three blue vehicles labeled "LG Patrol". One (1) of

the perpetrators seating in the car had many stars

on his shoulder and wore black eyeglasses. The

perpetrators killed the victims along the road and

left their dead bodies on the side of the road. The

killings were allegedly executed under the orders of

the State Governor of Lakes State.
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May 14, 2022: At approximately 15:00, in Ronga

village, an armed policeman broke into a house and

raped a 7-year-old girl who had been briefly left

alone. The victim was brought to the hospital and

discharged after eight (8) days. The perpetrator was

detained for a few days and later released. At the

police station, the victim's family was requested to

pay a sum of money to open an investigation

against the perpetrator.

May 15, 2022: In Mabor Ngap, eleven (11) armed

men (dressed in dark blue military SSNPS uniforms

and holding sticks and AK-47s) arrested four (4)

school girls who were on their way back from the

Rumbek market. The armed men, who spoke in

Dinka language, said that the girls' clothes were

indecent (their skirts and trousers were considered

too short) and therefore in violation of the Mayor's

local orders. The armed men arrested the girls and

drove them to the Mabor Ngap military detention

facility. At the facility, the victims were detained for

two (2) days and two (2) nights and were caned with

fifty-one (51) strokes for violating the local order on

clothing. The victims' families were requested to

pay a fine of fifteen thousand (15,000) SSP each.

The victims were released from the military

detention center upon payment from their families.

May 16, 2022: Around 12:00, three (3) armed men,

dressed in green SSPDF military uniforms, went to

Madol Village to arrest a civilian at his home,

following orders by the County Commissioner. The

victim had been accused of beating his sister-in-

law. The armed men drove the victim to the police

station, where he saw the County Commissioner.

The victim was then taken to the Aduel military

facility, where he was detained for three (3) days.

During his detention, two (2) armed men beat the

victim a hundred fifty (150) times with black plastic

rubber made out of car tires. On the third day, the

victim and two (2) other detainees were taken out

of the detention facility by armed men,  

who drove them out of the headquarters and shot

them before leaving. The witness heard gunshots,

ran to the scene, and saw the victim lying dead on

the ground. The County Commissioner later said

that the victim was a suspect in a 2020 incident

where two people had been killed in Yirol West.

June 11, 2022: Around 09:00, three (3) armed men

dressed in gray military uniforms labeled SSPDF

and two men dressed in plain clothes attacked a

civilian cultivating his garden. The victim was forced

to follow the armed men to their base where he

was informed that he was wanted by all security

organs in the state. He was then moved to a

detention facility where he spent a few hours.

Later, the perpetrators brought the victim from the

detention facility to a remote area. When the

witness heard gunshots in the forest, he ran to the

scene and saw the victim dead on the ground. The

perpetrators got into their car and went back to

Rumbek. The witness went back to the military

base three (3) times to ask why the victim had been

killed but was denied access to meet with the

County Commissioner.

June 13, 2022: Around 17:00, three (3) National

Security Services (NSS) officers wearing gray

military uniforms came to a teacher's house to

arrest him because of his recent denunciation of

extra-judicial killings on a Facebook post. From his

house in Paloch village (Rumbek East County), the

victim was brought to the County Headquarters in

Aduel. He first spent two (2) days detained in a

container and was then moved to a cell. The cell

was dark and dirty, and for two (2) days he was

only fed with leftover food. During his detention,

the victim was tortured. He was beaten, his

fingernails were removed using sharp razorblades

and his cell was overheated. He was released eight

(8) days after his arrest and was dropped in the

forest. His relatives had made claims for his release

to the office of the deputy governor. The victim's 



relatives later took him to the hospital for

treatment. The victim suffered sustained injuries

due to the mistreatment he received.

June 18, 2022: Around 19:00, four (4) SSPDF

soldiers, dressed in dark blue military uniforms

labeled with SSPDF writings, arrested a 22-year-old

farmer at his compound in Malual-bab village. The

soldiers surrounded his house and forced him to

get into their car (a blue pickup car) before bringing

him to the police station. The soldiers did not have

an arrest warrant. The order for the victim's arrest

came directly from the County Commissioner, who

charged him with defamation, because of a

Facebook post where the victim had demanded

accountability for the County's resource

management. When he arrived at the police station,

armed men dressed in a red non-military uniform

ordered the victim to kneel down in front of him

and started hitting his head with black rubber made

out of car tires). He was beaten in front of the

commander. The victim was then taken to a cell and

detained there for three (3) days. He was later

released and was forced to write an apology on his

Facebook page. The victim still suffers from his

injuries.

June 19, 2022: At approximately 23:00, three (3)

armed men wearing dark green military uniforms

broke into a house in Mayom village to search for

guns in the house, and raped a 19-year-old girl and

her 16-year-old cousin. The perpetrators also asked

the victims where their brothers were hiding. The

perpetrators forced the victims to get out of the

house and brought them to the garden to rape

them. The armed men penetrated the victims'

sexual organs with their fingers and penises. Before

leaving, the perpetrators threatened the victims

and ordered them not to speak about the incident.

The victims reported the case to the community

elders. The three (3) armed men were arrested and 

detained at the Panda military facility for a week

before being released without being charged.

June 27, 2022: Around 17:00, eight (8) armed men

dressed in blue military uniforms arrested two (2) 

 civilians in their private properties for allegedly

being the leaders that mobilized community

members to protest against the Commissioner's

calls for community contributions to County

development. They were detained at a military base

for two days where they suffered beatings (including

one hundred and one -101- strokes), which left the

victims with physical wounds. Their cell was small

and dirty water was pouring inside. During their

detention, they were denied access to clean water

and food. When they tried to get in touch with the

victims, their families were denied access. The

victims were released after their community leader

pleaded in their favour.
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TONJ

April 15, 2022: Around 05:00, a local armed youth

group attacked the Amathel Boma camp, injured

four (4) civilians and killed seven (7) others (four -4-

men, one -1- woman, and two -2- children). As other

civilians ran away from the area, the armed group

went to the cattle camps where cows had been left

alone, un-tied three hundred (300) cows and stole

them. They did not try to follow the people who

were running away. The four (4) wounded civilians

were taken to Kuacjok Hospital for treatment. After

five (5) days, a total of one hundred sixty (160) cattle

were returned by the County Commissioner, but

one hundred forty (140) were still missing. 

May 18, 2022: Around 16:30, three hundred (300) 

 members of a local armed group arrived in

Warapech village where cattle are kept. When they

arrived, they looted one hundred twenty-eight (128)

herds of cattle and killed the person who was

looking after the cows. They took the cows and ran

away, but members of the community started

chasing them and fighting with the perpetrators.

One (1) of the perpetrators was killed (he was

wearing a yellow uniform and was identified as a

man from Tonj's Luanyjang section). The community

members managed to take back ninety (90) herds of

cattle, but the perpetrators still found a way to run

away with thirty-eight (38) cattle, including bulls. 

May 20, 2022: Around 17:00, two hundred fifty (250)

armed men attacked Miodol village, killed two (2)

civilian men and injured another male civilian. The

perpetrators wore helmets and dark green uniforms

with badges on their shoulders. They were carrying 

 AK-47s. The perpetrators also burned down eleven

houses during the attack. According to the witness,

the incident has resulted in the displacement of the

population, with people evacuating the area to seek

protection. 

May 28, 2022: Around 17:00, one hundred

seventy (170) members of a Nuer armed youth

group attacked the village of Abiel Boma, killing

one (1) civilian man and injuring four (4) other

male civilians. The perpetrators were speaking

Nuer language and were dressed in mixed

uniforms, wearing black jackets and carrying AK-

47s and big machine guns. The armed men also

had five (5) traditional facial markings on their

heads (traditional marks of the Nuer tribe). The

witness explained that they arrived at the village

from Mayom county, and attacked the village at

17:00 when cattle were returning from the gazing

field. The perpetrators killed the man who was

taking care of the cattle as he was returning to the

cattle camp and stole his cows. In the morning,

the owners of the cattle (including the witness)

followed the armed men to fight them. The fight

took place between 06:00 and 08:00, and one (1)

of the armed men was killed during the fight. The

owners of the cattle managed to return one

hundred sixty-four (164) cows to their camp. 

June 3, 2022: Around 17:00, a group of seven (7)

SSPDF soldiers came at night to the victim's house

and arrested him before taking him to a military

barrack to be detained. The next morning, the 
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victim's relatives went to the County's authority to

ask about the reasons for the victim's arrest. They

were ordered to leave immediately and threatened

to be beaten and arrested if they insisted. The next

morning, as the victim's relatives came back to

bring him food, they were informed by other

prisoners that the soldiers had transferred the

victim, but they were unable to know his

whereabouts. The victim's body was later found in

the forest of Lol-lith (between Thiet and Luanyjang).

June 11, 2022: At 11:00, three (3) soldiers from the

11th Division of Majak-tit (wearing dark green

military uniforms) raped a 9-year-old girl as she was

returning home from the Rualbet Payam market.

The victim knew the perpetrators' names since they

were working in nearby military barracks. The

armed men followed the girl as she left the market,

ambushed her while she was walking in the forest,

grabbed her, pushed her into a bush, and tied her

mouth with a handkerchief. For almost two (2)

hours, the girl was raped by the soldiers. The

mother of the victim, noticing her delay, left her

home to search for her. At some point, she found

her daughter's sandal, started calling her name in

the forest, and then saw the soldiers running out of

the bush, where she found her daughter lying on

the ground, bleeding with her legs open. The

mother started crying loudly and was heard by

people, who ran to see what had happened. Eleven

(11) persons arrived and found the victim and her

mother in the bushes. They took the girl to the local

police station to report the incident. The girl's

family carried her all night to Warrap Hospital, but

she died before a doctor arrived to examine her.

June 26, 2022: At 17:00, fifty (50) armed men,

belonging to a local arm youth group from Twic

county (who were dressed in black-blue uniforms

and were carrying AK-47s, as well as four PKMS)

arrived in Mading-Acueng village at night, and set

fire to a total of eleven (11) houses. The village

residents started to fight back. Two Abyei people

were killed. Many people were displaced to other

states within the Bahr El-Ghazal region. The witness

explained that the conflict was related to land-

disputed areas, and highlighted the insecurity in

the Abyei administrative area.

July 03, 2022: twenty (20) SSPDF soldiers raped

three (3) women (including a pregnant woman) who

were at a nearby water supply pool. As they were

returning home from the water supply pool, they

were stopped by the soldiers, who ordered them to

follow them into a bush and threatened to kill them

if they were to scream. The pregnant victim tried to

scream for help, so the perpetrators started

beating her on the neck until she fell to the ground.

The perpetrators then raped the three (3) women,

who started bleeding. The pregnant woman died

from her injuries. Later, as the perpetrators left, the

two (2) other women were rescued and taken home

by relatives. One of the victims died soon after

from her wounds, and the last victim was brought

and admitted to Warrap hospital's intensive care

unit.

July 6, 2022: Around 11:00, SSPDF soldiers from the

11th Division, dressed in tiger uniforms and

speaking Dinka language, came out from a swampy

area to attack the village in Rualbet Payam. The

perpetrators were carrying AK-47s and PKMs, and

arrived with tanks. They started beating civilians

and asking where guns were hidden. They burnt

down ten (10) houses and stole some food and

goats. Three (3) civilians were killed during the

attack.

July 10, 2022: At 15:00, SSPDF soldiers came to

Thiet with four dark green vehicles mounted with

machine guns, and attacked twenty-two (22)

civilians from the Awan Parek community. The  
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perpetrators were wearing dark green military

uniforms and "Division 11" badges. The victims had

come to Thiet for a big cattle auction. During the

auction, SSPDF soldiers came, started to pick civilians

of Awan Parek, and took them out with their bulls,

before beating and arresting them. For more than

two (2) months, the victims were detained and

subjected to waterboarding. Their bodies were

seriously harmed, some of them had to urinate on

the ground, and they were ordered not to complain

or cry.

[Unspecified date] 2022: Seventy (70) members of a

local youth armed group attacked civilians in Aweng

Payam, killing five (5) civilians (including two -2- 

 women and one -1- child) and injuring another

civilian. Three (3) vehicles carrying civilians from

Kuacjok were stopped before reaching the border by

the perpetrators. The perpetrators opened fire on

one (1) vehicle and killed five (5) civilians (one -1-

pregnant woman, another woman, a child, the driver

and another man). The two (2) other vehicles

managed to escape. The perpetrators were wearing

red and yellow uniforms and carrying big guns.

Authorities from Unity State came to the location of

the incident and collected the dead bodies for burial. 
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In this region, civilians have also been affected by attacks carried out by armed militias aiming to control new

areas, by intimidating civilians and pressuring them to leave their homes. Looting and confiscation of civilian

property are particularly frequent in this region, which is increasingly subject to inter-ethnic violence,

particularly in the Torit area. Several incidents targeting human rights activists or local chiefs have also been

recorded. In the Juba area, multiple cases of arbitrary detention and torture were identified by monitors, with

many detainees being accused of belonging to rebel groups.

In the Greater Equatoria region, reports show that out of sixty-four (64) killings, twenty-one (21) had been

perpetrated by the SSPDF, eleven (11) by unidentified armed forces, thirteen (13) by the NAS, two (2) by

South Sudan National Security Service (NSS), two (2) by joint military forces and fifteen (15) by the Sudan

People's Liberation Movement/Army in-Opposition (SPLM/A-IO). Out of six (6) instances of rape, three (3) had

reportedly been committed by the SSPDF, two (2) by the NAS, one (1) by an unidentified armed group. For the  

Greater Equatoria region, monitors also count forty (40) instances of abductions, of which twenty-one (21)

were reportedly committed by the SSPDF, three (3) by the NAS, thirteen (13) by unidentified armed groups,

one (1) by the NSS and six (6) by the SPLM/A-IO. Mass displacement was also identified in the region, with an

estimated 37,000 people leaving their homes due to violent incidents and insecurity.

GREATER EQUATORIA REGION

JUBA

January 24, 2022: Around 23:00, about ten (10) South Sudan Defense Forces armed soldiers in camouflage

uniforms traveled to Munuki Block C Residential Area in two pick-up trucks. There, they knocked and kicked

the gate out of the victim's compound and ordered him to come outside. Outside, three (3) of the soldiers

beat him and he fell to the ground. They kept beating his head until he passed out. A few hours later, the

victim woke up in a tiny dark room with no windows, with his hands and mouth tied. While detained, the

victim was tortured for a week. He was beaten, pinched with pliers, and needles were stuck in his fingers.

The perpetrators told the victim that he had disrespected the "big man", that he was going to die, and that

no one would ever find his body. The victim had recently filed a case against a member of the South Sudan

Defense Forces for building a house on his parcel in a residential area. On January 30, one (1) young soldier,

who had not beaten him before, came into his cell and the victim offered the soldier one hundred thousand

(100,000) SSP if he helped him. The soldier agreed, called the victim's wife so she could bring the money,
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Incidents documented in the Greater Equatoria region highlight that

the local population has been heavily affected by attacks and

ambushes set up by members of the National Salvation Army (NAS)

and the South Sudan People's Defense Forces (SSPDF). Additionally,

monitors' reports underline the intensification of violence and

crimes (including killings, abductions, and destruction of property)

directly linked to the struggle for natural resources.



and helped the victim escape, blindfolding him and

making him walk for thirty (30) minutes until they

reached a crossroad. There, they called the victim's

wife, who brought the money, that the soldier took

before leaving. The next day, the victim and his wife

left the country as the soldier told him that if he

remained in Juba, the army chief would go after him

again to kill him.

January 31, 2022: Around 17:00, near Gumberi

village, five (5) SSPDF soldiers in dark green army

uniforms, speaking Dinka and Arabic, stopped four

(4) farmers who were carrying sacks of cassava and

heading back home. The soldiers accused the

farmers of belonging to the NAS, before shooting and

killing them. The witness reported that SSPDF men in

the area operate under shoot-on-sight orders and

that a large number of men in the area have left to

Yei or Juba as they fear being killed, tortured, or

arbitrarily detained if they were to be accused of

being rebels.

March 9, 2022: Around 11:00 the victim, a Bari

civilian man, was driving his car near the Seventh Day

roundabout when ten (10) SSPDF armed men in

camouflage uniforms stopped in front of him in two

(2) pickup trucks, came down of the vehicles, dragged

him out of his car and took him away. The men then

took the victim to the Military Intelligence

Headquarters in Giada Military Barracks, where they

put him in an underground cell. The cell was dark

and overcrowded, and people had to go to the

bathroom in a single bucket in the corner. The

prisoners were given food once a day and if family

visited and brought food, the soldiers would eat it

and hand the bones to the prisoners. The soldiers

also tied and beat the victim daily as they

interrogated him to make him confess that he was

part of the NAS as he was from Bari ethnicity. The

soldiers released the victim on May 14 after receiving

one million (1,000,000) SSP from the victim’s family.

April 13, 2022: Around 23:00, four (4) SSPDF armed

soldiers in dark green camouflage, coming from the

Hamia Barracks, went to the victim's compound in

Hai Nyakama, Yei. The victim, a 40-year-old man,

owner of a shop in town, was sleeping at home with

his wife when the soldiers came. Their two (2) sons

(respectively 15 and 18 years old) and their 7-year-

old daughter were also in the house. The soldiers

broke the front door, entered the bedroom, and

started to beat the victim's head with their guns

while accusing him of supporting the SPLA-IO. As

one of the victim's sons tried to help his father, the

soldiers also hit him in the head. The victim's son

fell down to the ground and broke his arm. One of

the soldiers then prepared his gun while the victim,

who was down on the floor, begged him not to

shoot. The soldier shot the victim in the chest in

front of the children. The soldiers then left the

house.

May 2, 2022: Around 11:00, eight (8) National

Security Service soldiers, wearing green camouflage

uniforms with South Sudan badges, arrived in a

plateless pick-up truck at Atlabara Residential Area.

They spoke Arabic with a Dinka accent and were

looking for a man who had been accused of having

an affair with a general's wife. When the victim

arrived, they hit him with the back of a gun. The

victim collapsed, and the perpetrators then took

him away. On May 4, the victim's family received a

call from soldiers to come to pick up the victim's

corpse. When his family went to the NSS

headquarters, they were shown a video of the

victim being tortured hand-tied, and mouth-tied.

The victim had also been burnt with electric cables

and beaten. He had eventually been shot in the

head. The soldiers threatened his family that they

would suffer the same fate if they were to report

this incident to the police.
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May 5, 2022: Around 10:00, an armed man in a non-

military uniform carrying an AK-47 rifle approached

the victim at Guria station. The armed man pulled

out his gun and forced the victim to drive him to an

unknown location, later revealed to be Gorum. After

a while, the victim stopped his motorbike. Since the

armed man wanted to continue, he started to fight

with the victim. The armed man then shot the victim

with two (2) bullets (in his neck and head). The

gunman left with the victim's smartphone and

motorcycle. The victim's body was found three days

later by a man who was passing by. The gunman was

reported to possess an ID delivered by the SSPDF

military intelligence.

May 26, 2022: Around 13:00, a group of eight (8)

SSPDF soldiers killed three (3) men (two -2- of them

were brothers, sons of one of the elders of the

village) who had discovered the body of a soldier

hanging from a tree in Kiri Boma and reported it to

the police. When the three (3) victims reported the

body, the police called the army in the area, who

prompted a group of soldiers to go to the scene.

When the SSPDF soldiers came, they rounded up the

three (3) men who had found the body and shot

them. Then they left for their barracks, leaving the

dead bodies lying on the ground.

July 01, 2022: Around 16:00, thirteen (13) armed

military personnel killed 27, 33 and 41-year-old male

victims and injured five (5) other civilians, during an

attack in Liria Payam. The perpetrators were wearing

green army uniforms with SPLA-IO [SPLM/A-IO]

military badges and carrying AK47 guns.

July 05, 2022: At approximately 23:00, seventeen

(17) armed NAS men came to Rokon Payam and

kidnapped the two (2) victims who were conducting

training with community leaders. The armed men

then surrounded Rokon primary school and tied the

hands of people with ropes. The armed men then

asked, "are you sent by the government authority to

conduct this training?". It was later revealed that the

victims were civil society activists from a local youth

organization.

July 15, 2022: At 10:00, twenty-three (23) armed

National Salvation Front combatants from Lokolor

Payam attacked a civilian area, resulting in nine

civilian deaths. Upon arrival, the armed men set

houses on fire and opened fire indiscriminately at

civilians, resulting in nine (9) deaths, and five (5)

persons being wounded. Additionally, the

perpetrators looted ten (10) cows, fifteen (15) goats,

seven (7) bags of cassava and six (6) tons of

sorghum.

July 24, 2022: Around 14:00, fifteen (15) National

Security Soldiers of South Sudan arrived with a pick-

up truck at a local store (used for storing metals

from old vehicles) and attacked two (2) civilian men

from Uganda. The soldiers were wearing green

army uniforms with the flag of South Sudan, and

speaking English and Arabic. They started beating

the two civilians with the back of their guns and

kicked them with their boots as they fell on the

ground. The soldiers took three hundred thousand

(300,000) SSP from the victims. The victims were

bleeding, and one of the soldiers asked them, "do

you see South Sudanese in Uganda having

motorbikes or doing any business there?" and

added that they should go back to Uganda and

leave South Sudan to the South Sudanese people.

The perpetrators then took the victims in their pick-

up truck and brought them to the National Security

Headquarters in Jebel, where they continued to beat

the victims. They were only released after paying six

hundred (600) dollars to the soldiers. The victims

explained that one of the soldiers had previously

threatened the shop where the victims worked, and

was used to ask for money from their boss. After

their release, one of the victims had to go to the 
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KAJO KEJI

January 01, 2022: At 11:00, seven (7) Dinka cattle herders came to graze their cattle at the victim's cassava

plantation. The victim tried chasing away the cattle and then found the herders trying to steal his sweet

potatoes and destroying the heaps that were not ready for harvest. After the victim asked them to stop, the

herders followed him home. They then harvested and ate some papayas and left to get their cattle. The

victim then heard the sounds of gunshots coming from his son's house. The victim ran in that direction and

saw his son, who is mentally impaired, being shot at by the perpetrators, as they said he had dreadlocks and

was a "nigga". The victim's son managed to run and hide inside the house to protect himself from the bullets.

The herders then went to the victim's neighbor with their cattle, which started destroying her cassava. As the

neighbor tried to chase the cattle, the herders took sticks from tree branches around and started beating

her.

March 07, 2022: At 23:00, an SSPDF soldier appeared at the victims' compound, where he was staying with

his wife. The soldier knocked on the door but the man and his wife refused to open as they recognized the

voice of a soldier from the Kansuk SSPDF barracks. The soldier then threatened to burn the house with the

victims inside. When the soldier took out and lit a match, the victim got out to follow the soldier. The soldier

shot the victim dead while his wife managed to escape. As she was escaping, she identified the soldiers as
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hospital to receive treatment for his injuries. The other victim asked the Malakia Police station to investigate

and open a case, but they refused, as it was deemed too dangerous.

[Unspecified date], 2022: Around 15:00, seven (7) armed military intelligence members arrested and

tortured to death a 45-year-old male victim by using electric wire and knives. The perpetrators were wearing

green military uniforms and SSPDF badges and were carrying different types of ammunition, including AK-

47s. The victim's relatives explained that the victim had been arrested and interrogated on why he had left

his military assignment in the national army without permission.

[Unspecified date], 2022: A group of joint military personnel, wearing dark green and light brown military

uniforms, arrested and detained a political activist who expressed his opinions on the extension of the

Transitional period to 2024. The witness explained that the victim was arrested by men who came in a police

Landcruiser (with South Sudan National Police Services writings) and transferred him to Malakia police

station). 

[Unspecified date], 2022: Joint security forces (wearing different types of uniforms, including green military

uniform and blue police uniform, some of them carrying electric sticks, PKMs, and other weapons) shot a 27-

year-old woman at the Konyo-Konyo market. These forces had been deployed at the market and opened fire

against civilian protesters. The victim was shot in the back while passing by and was wounded; she was later

admitted to a local medical facility. A man was also shot and died during the incident.



"Wasaka", a well-known name in the area. The

following morning, a group of soldiers interviewed the

victim's wife about the incident. 

March 07, 2022: At night, a young man from Gumbo

village (in Kansuk Boma) was shot and killed. After this

incident, the head of the local government in Nyepo

Payam was arrested by the SSPDF and taken to the

Mundari barracks. At the time of the statement, the

head of the local government had already been

detained for three (3) months. He had not been

brought to police custody or charged before a

competent court.

March 26, 2022: Around 15:00, three (3) civilians (16,

18, and 38 years old) discovered the decomposing

corpse of an SSPDF soldier. They reported the

discovery to the inspector of police of the Payam, who

went to inspect the incident location. The police then

informed the ground commander of the SSPDF in Kajo

Keji County that a body had been found. Shortly after,  

SSPDF soldiers arrived at the location of the incident

in a Landcruiser pickup and requested to talk to those

who had discovered the body. When the three (3)

civilians arrived, the SSPDF tied their hands, dragged

them, and sat them next to the corpse. The

perpetrators then shot and killed the three (3)

civilians, following an order received by phone from

their superior brigadier general. The 38-year-old

victim survived the first shooting but was then

stabbed to death by the perpetrators with a knife.

After the killing, the SSPDF members left to go to the

Kiri market, where they robbed ten (10) phones and

beat up several people. They later went to take the

sister of one of the victims along with her infant baby.

March 28, 2022: Around 14:00, fifteen (15) armed men

from the Nuer tribe abducted six (6) male civilians

(three -3- from the Pojulu tribe and three -3- from the

Nuer tribe) who were traveling from Juba to Yei. The

armed men wore green military uniforms, had  

traditional Nuer marks on their foreheads, and

spoke Nuer Language. As they arrived a few miles

after the Tapari Bridge (along the Juba–Mundri

road), the armed men came out from the bush and

stood on the road ahead of the civilians' vehicle.

The armed men shot in the vehicle's direction and

hit the driver, whose arm was wounded. They then

ordered the civilians to get out of the vehicle and

dragged them deep into the bush until they reached

a camp. The civilians were tied down to a tree. At

night, the armed men started beating them with

army leather belts and sticks. The armed men asked

for three million (3,000,000) SSP from each victim as

a condition for their release. They gave them back

their phones to call their families in order to raise

the money. Within two (2) days, the witness' family

raised two million (2,000,000)  SSP,  and the

perpetrators agreed to free him. The perpetrators

decided that all five (5) other men would be killed.

However, after a discussion where one of the

victims explained that he was taking care of six (6)

Nuer children back in Juba, the leader of the armed

men agreed to release them all. The following night,

the victims were escorted to the Gorom army

barracks by the perpetrators, who then left in the

bush. The victims were found by government forces

and brought to the barracks. Two of them were

seriously injured. The victims were interviewed and

brought back to Juba.

May 2, 2022: At 10:30, the victim received a phone

call from his friends, warning him to be careful as

he (the victim) was being searched for because he

had been recording people's testimonies following

the three (3) youths shooting in Kiri Boma. While on

the phone, the victim then spotted four (4) SSPDF

soldiers coming in the direction of his home. The

victim pretended to speak on the phone while

finding his way out through the back side of his

house. He then reached Lito'ba Boma and then to

the Kayo river, near the Ugandan border. The victim
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called back his wife and uncle who remained at the

house. The victim's wife was interrogated and asked

whether the man who had just escaped was her

husband. She denied that he was her husband. The

soldiers tried to intimidate her, but a neighbor came

to the house and told the soldiers that she was not

the victim's wife. The soldiers waited until 17:00 and

then left the house.

May 26, 2022: SSPDF soldiers went to the Kiri market

to ask civilians if they knew who had found the body

of a soldier who had been killed nearby. Three (3) men

identified themselves as those who had found the

body, and the soldiers tied their hands and took them

away. Then, the perpetrators came back to the market

and asked the civilians if they thought that killing the

three men was a good thing to do. Nobody answered

as they were suspecting that the SSPDF soldiers were

looking for a reason to kill more people. The soldiers

then robbed everyone's phones. The witness believes

that the perpetrators were looking for the chief and

sub-chief of Kiri Boma to kill them.

May 26, 2022: At 15:00, a witness reported seeing

many people under mango trees near the Kiri market.

As the witness was about to ask what happened,

SSPDF soldiers arrived at the scene, as they had been

called because one of their soldiers had been killed in

unclear circumstances. Once at the scene, the SSPDF

asked the civilians to talk to the Kiri Boma chief and

sub-chief. Both the chief and sub-chief were absent at

the time, which made the soldiers annoyed and

violent. Then, four (4) of the soldiers spotted an old

woman and asked her in Arabic, "who killed the

soldier and why didn't you report to us?", to which the

woman responded, "I don't know and I am even

surprised by the news because we have been living

here well". The soldiers then started to beat the

woman with big sticks, kicking her with heavy army

boots. They slapped and hit her head with the back of

their guns. The perpetrators continued to beat her

until she started coughing blood and collapsed.

When they saw she was not moving, they left to go

to the place where the body of the soldier had been

discovered.

May 26, 2022: The victim and her 2-year-old infant

were taken to and detained at an SSPDF military

barrack after the victim was accused of being

related to a civilian that found a corpse hanging on

a tree. During the victim's time in the barrack, she

was locked inside a cargo container with two (2)

other detainees. Soldiers brought her out of the

container every morning to beat her with a whip

made from a vehicle tire. Additionally, she was only

given a meal and allowed to drink water once a day

and was not given any water to clean herself.

July 07, 2022: Around 01:00, seven (7) armed

persons belonging to the SSPDF blocked a road with

their vehicles that was just a hundred (100) meters

before Kaya way station, a trading center at the

banks of Kaya river which used to be the South

Sudan Wildlife rangers' military barrack. Two (2) of

the soldiers approached the incoming passenger

vehicle, which the witness and the victim were in,

and asked "intum zai min wen," meaning "where are

you coming from?". When the driver answered that

they are from Kajo Keji, the soldier ordered, "nigil

tehid kaluhum," meaning "come down, all of you."

The vehicle and the victims' belongings were

searched for about twenty (20) minutes until the

perpetrators called upon a 34-year-old man. They

dragged him to one of the nearby mud houses with

a belt on his waist and neck and tied him to a

nearby tree with a wire. One of the soldiers took off

his belt and started beating him. The soldier was

soon joined by two (2) more soldiers who carried a

double rubber whip. One of them started to kick the

victim. The beatings went on for twenty-three (23)

minutes. Before the armed men left, they

confiscated one hundred seventy-five thousand 
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(175,000) SSP from the victim and hit him on the head

and chest several times with the base of an AK-47

rifle. The man later told everyone, with his face and

cheeks swollen, that he had been targeted because

the armed men discovered a soldier's uniform and a

whistle for a security guard company that he had been

working with for seven (7) years. He explained that the

armed men accused him of belonging to the National

Salvation Front.

June 21, 2022: Around 16:00, five (5) armed SSPDF

soldiers appeared at a market in Mere town to

intercept a 29-year-old man who was passing east of

the market. The armed men said, "Shaabit" (meaning

stop). As the victim stopped, the armed men added,

"inta zai min wen wa inta amulu shumu ini?" (which

means "where are you from and what are you doing

here?"). When the victim replied that he was a citizen,

the armed men then ordered him to sit down, while

one of the soldiers cocked his gun. The man was

afraid and decided to run away through teak trees.

One of the armed men shot three (3) times but

fortunately, none of the bullets hit the victim. The

man then went to a neighboring village in Kigwo Boma

and then to Uganda to seek refuge there. The man

later discovered that the soldiers went to his home

after the incident.

July 25, 2022: Around 19:30, two (2) armed men

wearing green military uniforms, carrying AK-47s and

speaking in local Arabic with a Dinka accent,

approached a 32-year-old woman while she was

walking home. They led her to an abandoned building

where two (2) more soldiers were waiting. The

perpetrators threatened the victim and told her they

would kill her and hide her body if she refused to have

sexual intercourse with them. The four (4) armed men

then raped the victim. At some point, as she

pretended to be unconscious and they realized she

had stopped moving, the perpetrators brought the

victim back to the spot where they first stopped her

and left her by the roadside. The victim then went to 

the police station in Zain. The police tried to go

back to the spot where the victim had been left, but

the perpetrators were nowhere to be found.

Although the police told the victim that they would

investigate the incident, nothing has been done

ever since.

[Unknown Date]: Two (2) SSPDF soldiers on a

motorbike stopped a man as he was reaching

Ariwa, on his way to Pamojou. The soldiers forced

the victim and another male civilian to sit down

and started to slap them. Shortly after, an SSPDF

Landcruiser came to pick up the two (2) men and

took them to Kiri market, where people were all

rounded up. The SSPDF then announced they were

searching for the person who killed the soldier

whose body had been discovered in the bush. An

officer named "Tomba'' pointed at the victim and

another person. The soldiers quickly arrested them

and took the two (2) civilians to Mundari's army

barrack. At the barracks, the two (2) victims were

ordered to "tiba", which means "salute in a military

way". One of the victims was able to salute, as he

was a soldier, while the other victim was not. Both

were severely beaten, to the point of collapsing.

The victim was detained for four (4) days inside a

cargo container with two other adults and a baby.

During his detention, the victim was beaten every

morning until his release. 
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TORIT

captured seven (7) youth members from the village,

accusing them of raiding cattle from the Dinka

Bor's camp. The youths were questioned but

responded that they were only farmers and that

nobody in the community was keeping cattle. The

soldiers then started to shoot civilians

indiscriminately. Following this, around two

hundred (200) civilians fled and hid in the bushes

for three (3) days without food and water. Other

villagers fled to Magwi County for protection. The

witness heard the soldiers saying they would "clear

everyone from the area and take full control of the

area for them to graze their cattle freely”. The

witness also added that an SSPDF officer, identified

by the star and bird symbol on his uniform, was

present during the course of the attack.

April 09, 2022: At 15:00, a group of SSPDF soldiers

attacked the civilian population of Ayii Boma  (in

Magwi County). The soldiers fired at civilians. The

firing resulted in seven (7) persons being injured

(including four -4- women, two -2- children and two

-2- men) and many more fleeing to the bushes. The

Ayii Boma chief stepped in to intervene and

ordered the soldiers to stop shooting. The chief

was then captured and tied under a tree along with

four (4) other civilians, one (1) woman, and three (3)

children. The soldiers then murdered the five (5)

persons tied to the tree with a "songky", a sharp

knife, while saying "Comrade! Don't waste the

bullet to kill the rats." The witness added that it was 

February 27 to March 02, 2022: More than a

hundred  (100) SSPDF soldiers attacked the civilian

population of Dabur, Agoro and Omeo villages, in

Magwi County, Eastern Equatoria. The perpetrators

were wearing military uniforms and red army caps,

spoke Dinka language, and had traditional marks on

their foreheads. The attack resulted in more than ten

thousand (10,000) civilians displaced without food

and shelter. On March 02, over one hundred ten

(110) houses were burnt, four (4) people reportedly

died, and one (1) was critically injured. The reporting

party added that the SSPDF soldiers have been

targeting the Acholi people of Magwi County by

committing crimes such as sexual harassment and

torture. 

March 05, 2022: At 09:45, more than a hundred

(100+) SSPDF soldiers surrounded the people living

in Omeyo village and started shooting

indiscriminately at the civilian population, with

casualties amounting to one hundred (100) persons,

including women, children, and elderly people.

Those who survived either fled to Magwi County or

hid in the bushes without food or water. 

March 05, 2022: At 14:00, ten (10) SSPDF soldiers

appeared at the victim's house (the victim was the

paramount chief of a village in Magwi County) and

ordered him to sit down, before asking him "who

raided the Dinka Bor cows?" The victim responded

that he did not know anyone in the area who had

raided cattle, notably because farmers in the area do

not keep cattle. The soldiers then shot the victim in

the head and repeatedly in the chest. The soldiers

then said that "they would clear the area one by one

until they [villagers] all ran to Uganda...to liberate

the country from the Arabs."

March 05, 2022: At 14:30, a group of SSPDF soldiers

surrounded Abara village (Magwi County). The soldiers
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home, the woman reported the incident to the two

(2) other victims' husbands and to the Boma chief.

Her statement was recorded by the court clerk. 

 The following morning, a search party was

mobilized to find the victims. Upon arriving at the

scene of the incident, they discovered the dead

bodies of the two (2) victims with their

undergarments removed, their vaginas swollen and

their throats cut. 

May 23, 2022: At 19:20, the witness heard

gunshots coming from her neighbor's house. The

witness then heard her neighbor cry in a loud

voice. All nearby neighbors gathered at the scene

and discovered a woman next to her dead

husband, who had been shot by three (3) SSPDF

soldiers while he was bathing in his home. The

shooting was reportedly motivated by the internal

conflict over land between the Madi of Nimule

Town and the Dinka Bor cattle keepers. The

witness reported seeing the three (3) SSPDF men

and tracked the footprints which led to the cattle

camp of Dinka Bor. 

May 24, 2022: At 11:00, more than a hundred

twenty (120+) SSPDF armed cattle herders

launched an attack against the civilian population

of Anzara Boma (in Nimule Payam). The attack

resulted in the mass displacement of five thousand

four hundred (5,400) households, looting, and

vandalization of over ten (10) houses. The

displaced persons sought shelter at a church, but

remained without food and were vulnerable to

diseases. After the situation in Anzara Boma

calmed, the displaced returned to their homes, but

the reporting party explained that the community

continues to face interrogation, harassment,

intimidation, and torture from Dinka Bor cattle

herders. 

July 11, 2022: In the morning, eight (8) soldiers

(one of them was Dinka), wearing National Security 

not the first time the SSPDF attacked the village to

gain control over the area.

April 23, 2022: Around 08:00,  five (5) armed SSPDF

men abducted and raped a 15-year-old girl. The

victim was instructed by her mother, who was

gardening outside, to cook and then bring her food

and water outside. As the daughter was walking

outside, around three (3) km away from her home,

five (5) armed SSPDF cattle herders from Dinka Bor

approached her. The SSPDF men ordered the girl to

drop her belongings, held her at gunpoint, and took

her to a nearby bush. The SSPDF men then forced

the girl to remove her clothes and started to

penetrate her. The five (5) SSPDF men took turns

raping the girl until she was unconscious. Later, the

armed men left, and the victim was rescued by a

man passing by. Her mother was then informed of

the incident, came back home, and took her to

Nimule Hospital. 

May 02, 2022: At 15:20, twenty (20) armed SSPDF

men, speaking Dinka language, abducted fourteen

(14) civilians from their home residents in Ganzi

Boma (five -5- women and nine -9- men). The victims

were forced to walk through a thick forest over a

long distance. Around 17:30, eight (8) of the victims

managed to run away. The SSPDF men shot at the

escapees, but no bullets landed. The incident was

reported to the chief, who prompted a search team

to go to the incident location. The following day, at

08:00, the dead corpses of the five (5) women were

discovered. The male victim who did not manage to

escape was not found.

May 16, 2022: At 11:00, three (3) women were

ambushed by six (6) SSPDF soldiers while they were

fetching firewood. While one (1) woman managed to

escape, the other women were subsequently

caught. The two women cried, "Don't kill us! Don't

kill us!" The woman who escaped last saw that the

two other women were naked. After coming back 
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uniforms, took pictures of a fundraising meeting that had been organized for the burial of two (2) people

who had been murdered in Mugali Payam, disturbing the event. The incident took place in Nimule town. The

mourners started arguing with the soldiers, asking them not to take pictures. One of the soldiers ran to one

of the nearby bushes (where other soldiers were hiding) to pick up his gun, and started randomly firing at

the mourners, killing the chief and wounding several others. The police came after the incident, arrested

three (3) of the soldiers, and took them into custody while the rest escaped into the bush. The police said

they would investigate the incident and bring the perpetrators to court. 

YEI RIVER COUNTY

February 13, 2022: Around 10:00, in Ligi Village, a

group of three (3) armed men ambushed a vehicle

with three (3) civilians, who were traveling from Yei

town to Jombu boma (in Mugwo Payam) for the

distribution of items to the internally displaced

persons in Jombu. The perpetrators carried AK-47s

and wore dark green military uniforms and pieces of

clothes to cover their faces. The witness believes

those armed men belonged to the National

Salvation Army (NAS) since similar attacks by NAS

had been recorded in the past weeks in the same

area. The armed men stopped the vehicle, ordered

the passengers to get down from the vehicle, and

collected belongings from the passengers, including

their phones and money (eighty-two thousand

-82,000- SSP from the witness). They then released

the passengers and started to leave with the

belongings they had collected, but then suddenly

turned around and started shooting randomly in the

direction of the passengers. One of the witness'

colleagues was shot in the stomach and passed

away. The passengers rushed back to Yei Town. 

February 20, 2022: Around 12:00, a group of five (5)

armed men ambushed a white commercial land

cruiser, in which eight (8) passengers (including the

reporting party) and a driver were traveling to Juba.

The perpetrators wore dark green military uniforms,

and had covered their faces with black clothes. The

vehicle left Yei bus park in the morning around

07:30 and was stopped by the armed men around 

12:00 when it approached Ganji village. They

ordered the passengers to come down in Arabic

from the vehicle and to leave all their belongings in

the car, including their phones, valuable items, and

money (fifty thousand -50,000- SSP were

confiscated from the witness alone). The witness

heard one of the armed men communicating

through the phone in Bari language and calling for

a vehicle. Shortly after, a dark green vehicle

arrived. It had a big gun tied on top of it with a

chain of bullets, a "NAS" flag, and was covered with

a "NAS 002" sign. The armed men transferred all

the valuables they had collected in this new vehicle

and set the passengers' vehicle on fire. The vehicle

was completely destroyed. The armed men

forcefully took the driver with them, and left in

their own vehicle, leaving the rest of the

passengers on the roadside. The passengers were

helped by the driver of a vehicle passing by, who

brought them back to Yei. 

February 27, 2022 [This incident occurred in the

Yei area but was documented in Juba]: Around

18:00, five (5) armed soldiers wearing camouflage

green uniforms with the South Sudan flag stopped

a 27-year-old pregnant woman, as she was

returning from the market in Sika Maridi, in Yei 
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County). They accused her of buying bullets for the

Sudan People Liberation Army In Opposition (SPLA-IO)

and wanted to take her to their barracks, but she

resisted. 

March 17, 2022: Around 11:30, a group of seven (7)

armed men (wearing dark green military uniforms

and SSPDF caps) who were standing next to the road

nearby Nyori village, stopped three (3) civilians

(including the witness and two -2- colleagues) who

were traveling by motorbike from Yei to the

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). When they

saw the three (3) civilians approaching on the

motorbikes, the armed men started shooting in their

direction. When hearing the gunshots, the witness

and two (2) colleagues immediately stopped, jumped

from their motorbikes, and started to run away. The

witness was shot in the left hand and fell on the

ground, while his colleagues continued to run. The

witness managed to hide, saw the armed men passing

by running, heard them speaking in Arabic and Dinka

languages, and saw that most of them were carrying

AK-47s while three (3) of them were carrying RPGs.

After around ten (10) minutes of hiding behind a tall

anthill, the witness heard gunshots. Then, a convoy of

three (3) vehicles from the local NGO "ACROSS"

stopped by the place where the witness was hiding.

When the convoy approached, the witness stood up

and told them about the incident. They went together

to find the witness' two (2) colleagues and found them

both shot dead by the roadside. The witness also

mentioned that their motorbikes had been stolen.

The witness and the two (2) deceased bodies were

then transferred to Yei Civil Hospital.

March 16, 2022: Around 09:45, approximately one (1)

kilometer after the SSPDF military checkpoint in

Kegulu, a group of eight (8) armed men in an SSPDF

dark green military land cruiser, wearing dark green

military uniforms and carrying different types of

weapons (including AK-47s and PKMs machine guns),

ambushed a humanitarian convoy from a local NGO,

who was carrying food and other items to the 

Congolese refugees camping at the Ngori refugee

settlement. The armed men stopped the two (2)

vehicles composing the humanitarian convoy and

collected mobile phones and money from four (4)

persons and confiscated the food before leaving. The

witness explained that the incident was reported to

the police, but without effect. 

April 13, 2022: At approximately 16:00, as the victim

was going to fetch water in Mapoko Village (located at

Tore Payam of Yei River County), a group of five (5)

armed men stopped the victim. They were carrying

small and big guns, wearing dark green military

uniforms and caps stamped with SSPDF writings. The

victim recognized them as members of the Goli army

barracks' patrol. Three (3) of them requested her to

give them money in Arabic. As she explained that she

didn't have any money, they requested her to remove

her clothes while pointing the pipe of their guns at

her head. When she refused, they tied her hands

together with a rope, removed her skirt and

underwear, and started raping her. After being raped

by the three (3) armed men, the victim was left

bleeding and unconscious by the perpetrators, who

left the area. The victim then woke up and returned

home, where she explained everything to her

husband, who rushed her to Yei Civil Hospital, where

she was admitted for two (2) days to receive

treatment.

April 13, 2022: Around 10:30, in Ligi village, a group

of thirteen (13) armed men ambushed a white

commercial Land Cruiser carrying five (5) passengers

who were traveling to Uganda (three -3-  men and two

-2- women). The perpetrators were wearing a dark

green NAS military uniform and carrying AK-47s. They

held the passengers at gunpoint while forcibly

collecting their belongings (including phones, money,

and other valuables). The armed men forced all the

passengers to lie down, shot the three men (including

the witness' husband and the driver), and burned

their vehicle. Then, the perpetrators took the two (2)

women (including the witness) to a bush 200m away

from the vehicle, where they raped both of them. 
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The armed men then ran away with the belongings

they had confiscated. Both victims managed to come

back to the road, where another vehicle coming back

from Uganda saw them and brought them to the Yei

Civil Hospital, as the witness was suffering from

injuries due to the rape. The parents of the witness'

husband confirmed that they were worried about

their son being late after his trip to Uganda and that

their daughter-in-law arrived in the afternoon crying

and explained what had happened. 

April 25, 2022: Around 10:00, a group of thirteen (13)

soldiers wearing SSPDF uniforms and carrying guns

including AK-47s and RPGs, arrived at the witness'

farmland, in a village located in Otogo Payam. They

started shooting in the air, before grabbing and

beating the witness and his wife using the back of

their weapons. The armed men brought them back to

their home and stole a mobile phone, clothes,

mattress, chairs, and the sum of twenty thousand

(20,000) SSP. The perpetrators then set fire to four

houses. The perpetrators ordered the witness and his

wife to immediately leave the area and threatened to

kill them if they refused. The witness and his wife left

the village and traveled for twenty-two kilometers

(22km) without food until reaching Yei town and

seeking shelter there.

April 24, 2022: Around 7:30, a group of nine (9)

armed men wearing SSPDF uniforms and carrying

weapons including AK-47s and RPGs, came to the

witness' home in a colored military land cruiser

stamped with SSPDF writings, on top of which a big

gun was mounted. As the witness tried to run away,

the armed men started to shoot in the air, grabbed

him, and started beating him with the back of their

weapons and sticks, while asking him for information

about NAS rebels. As he couldn't provide any

information, they brought him to a detention house

within the Morsak SSPDF military barracks (located in

Otogo Payam along the Yei- Congo road). They locked

him up in a detention house for eight (8) hours before

 

releasing him. While in detention, the witness was

beaten and interrogated about the whereabouts of

NAS rebels. The witness explained that he suffered

from injuries due to the beatings and went to the

Yei Civil Hospital the day after his release. 

April 26, 2022: Around 08:00, a group of six (6)

armed men (four -4- of them were wearing SSPDF

uniforms) carrying weapons including AK-47s and

RPGs, attacked two (2) civilians who were

harvesting honey in the Goli village. The armed

men, speaking mostly in Arabic, held the witness'

brother and started beating him on the head, using

the back of their AK-47s. They then turned to the

witness, who was beaten by the perpetrators with

the back of their weapons for approximately five

(5) minutes. The armed men also confiscated the

honey that the witness had collected (eight -8-

buckets). While the armed men were arguing about

who would get the biggest share of honey, the

witness and his brother tried to escape. When the

armed men realized they were escaping, they

started firing in their direction. While the witness

managed to escape without being shot, the

witness' brother was shot in the head and was

killed. After that, the armed men took the dead

body to their military barracks in Goli, as the

witness was hiding in the bush. Around 14:00, the

same day, the commander of the SSPDF military

barracks in Goli mobilized civilians around the

barracks to explain that his armed men had gone

to patrol in the morning and had killed a rebel

whose dead body was now in the barracks. An

investigation, conducted by the area chief and

army commander, later confirmed that the witness'

brother was not a rebel. 

April 29, 2022: At approximately 11:15, a group of

armed men, wearing dark green military uniforms

(with SSPDF written on their badges and South

Sudanese flags on their uniforms), approached the 
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compound of a man and his wife by foot. The victims'

compound was located in a village within Otogo

Payam, around seventeen kilometers (17km) west of

Yei town. The perpetrators were carrying AK-47s and

RPGs, and speaking Arabic. The armed men saw the

victims, grabbed them, and started beating them with

the back of their guns for at least ten (10) minutes.

Some of the armed men then entered the victims'

three grass-thatched houses and collected items

(including clothes, mattresses, bed sheets, and twenty

thousand -20,000- SSP in cash), before burning the

grass-thatched houses using matches to light the fire.

As the armed men freed them and left, the victims

immediately fled to Yei town, as they feared for their

lives. On the way, the victims met their neighbors, who

were also fleeing the area for similar reasons.

May 18, 2022: At approximately 12:00, a group of

eight (8) armed men carrying weapons, including AK-

47s and RPGs, arrived at the victim's compound (in

Mugwo Payam of Yei River County) in a dark green

military land cruiser (with an SSPDF flag tied on top of

the vehicle). The victim was returning from the bore

hall in Longamere village. The perpetrators were

wearing dark green military uniforms with badges and

SSPDF caps and were speaking in mixed languages of

Arabic and Bari. When the armed men saw the victim,

they started shooting in the air, and two (2) of them

held the victim and three family members and started

beating them (particularly the victim's elder son) using

the back of their guns, while the other armed men

went in the house to collect items (including a mobile

phone, clothes, mattress, and chairs). Before leaving

with the collected items, the armed men burned down

the house and two other houses in the neighborhood.

May, 29, 2022: Around 15:00, seven (7) armed men, all

carrying weapons including AK-47s and RPGs, arrived

at the victim's compound in a dark green military

vehicle stamped with SSPDF writings on the side door.

They grabbed the victim and started beating him with

the back of their AK-47s before taking a piece of black

cloth from their military vehicle and tying it to

cover the victim's eyes. The victim's sister was in

the compound and witnessed the scene. When she

tried to intervene, one of the armed men kicked

her with his military shoe and she fell to the

ground. The armed men then threw the victim into

their military vehicle and left. Since then, although

the victim's sister reported the incident

immediately to the police and went to the SSPDF

military barracks to search for him, the victim did

not return home and has not been found yet.

June 6, 2022: Around 10:30, a group of eleven (11)

armed men (some of them wearing dark green

SSPDF military uniforms with the flag of South

Sudan) and carrying different types of guns, came

across a 15-year-old girl who was fetching some

firewood for her family's domestic use. One (1)

man, whom the witness identified as the leader,

grabbed her and told her that he would kill her if

she refused to engage in sexual activities with him.

She refused and explained that she was too young,

so the man removed her clothes (including her

underwear) and raped her. The witness explained

that the fact that she was crying and started

bleeding did not stop him from penetrating her.

The armed men then left her bleeding and she

managed to get home, where she told everything

to her father who rushed her to the hospital, where

she received treatment. The victim's father

confirmed that he saw her daughter coming back

home crying and bleeding, that she told him

everything and that he brought her to Yei Civil

Hospital. He added that Asole village is under the

control of the SSPDF.

June 23, 2022: At approximately 10:00, four (4)

armed soldiers arrested a civilian who was

traveling by motorbike to buy a bag of charcoal in

Lutaya market, Yei town. The armed men drove a
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dark green military land cruiser stamped with SSPDF

“COMANDO” writings on the side door, and with a

South Sudanese flag tied on the top of the vehicle.

The soldiers, speaking in local Arabic, got out of the

vehicle, slapped the victim, and confiscated his

mobile phone and bag of charcoal. The other three

(3) men picked a rope from their military vehicle,

tied the victim's hands, and threw him in the

Landcruiser with his motorbike. After a five (5)

minute trip, the armed men forced the victim into

the joint operation military barracks in Yei town. The

victim was detained for 2 days without food. He was

then picked up from the detention center and taken

to an office to be investigated, as he was accused of

being a member of the National Salvation Front

(NAS). Armed men beat and interrogated the victim

in Arabic for three (3) days. After that, they released

the victim from the detention center but refused to

give back the motorbike (they threatened to kill him

if he were to ask about the motorbike again).

June 25, 2022: At approximately 12:00, a group of

eleven (11) armed men from the National Salvation

Front (NAS) jumped on the road and stopped a

commercial vehicle as it approached Payawa Village,

in Mugwo Payam. The vehicle was carrying seven (7)

civilians (including the reporting party) who were

traveling to Uganda. The perpetrators, who were

speaking in Arabic and Bari languages, were wearing

military uniforms and had covered their faces with

some pieces of clothes. They ordered the driver to

stop the vehicle while threatening him with their

guns. The perpetrators then pushed the civilians

down from the vehicle and beat them using the back

of their guns. They then collected all the passengers'

belongings, including their mobile phones, money

and other important items. One of the armed men

then instructed the others to burn the vehicle. The

perpetrators then forced the victims to carry the

luggage that they had looted from them on their

heads. They walked for hours before reaching the

perpetrators' military base in Mudeba village (Otoyo

Payam), that they reached around 17:30. Upon

their arrival, the perpetrators took the luggage

from the victims' heads and locked the civilians in a

small guarded house where four other persons

were detained. At that point, the reporting party

realized that these armed men belonged to the

National Salvation Front, as they were chanting

slogans praising the NAS movement during their

military parade. The vicitims were detained there

for fifteen (15) days, and every morning, they were

beaten by the perpetrators with sticks. The victims

were finally released on July 15, 2022. The

reporting party went to Yei Civil Hospital for

treatment.

June 26, 2022: Around 09:30, seven (7) SSPDF

armed men surrounded a woman, as she was on

her way to cultivate her garden in Undukori Village.

The armed men were wearing military uniforms

and carrying guns, including AK47s. The

perpetrators approached and surrounded the

victim, forcefully grabbing her hands. They then

pulled her to the other side of the garden, where

they beat her head using pieces of sticks. One of

the armed men held the victim at gunpoint while

requesting her to remove her clothes. As the victim

asked the perpetrators why they were forcing her

to do this, one of the armed men pushed her down

and removed her skirt and underwear before

raping her. A second armed man raped her as well.

As the victim started bleeding, the armed men left

her unconscious on the ground and escaped. The

victim then managed to return home and managed

to come back home. She was crying and bleeding,

and when she found her elder son at home, she

told him what had happened. The victim's son

rushed her to Yei Civil Hospital in Yei town for

treatment. She was admitted to the hospital and

discharged the following day.

July 04, 2022: At approximately 12:30, a group of

over fifteen (15) armed men came by foot to the
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victim's compound in Goli Village, where he was

drinking a cup of coffee with his wife. The armed

perpetrators were wearing dark green military

uniforms with SSPDF badges and a South Sudanese

flag on their uniforms. When they saw the victim

and his wife, the perpetrators held their hands and

started beating the victim's head with their guns.

Then, some of the armed men entered their houses

and took the victim's clothes, bed sheets, and

mattress, as well as the sum of fifteen thousand five

hundred (15,500) SSP. The perpetrators also burned

the victim's grass-thatched houses and ordered the

victim and his wife to immediately leave the area,

saying they were searching for rebels in the region.

The victim explained that there were no rebels

around this residential area.

July 27, 2022: Around 13:00, a group of ten (10)

armed SSPDF members arrived at the victim's house

in Mugwo Payam, in a dark green plateless military

land cruiser. They held the victim's hands and

started beating his head using the back of their AK-

47s. Then, one of the armed men picked a piece of

cloth from his pocket and tied it to cover the victim's

eyes. The perpetrators took the victim into their

military vehicle and left. He was first locked up in a

small detention cell in the SSPDF military barracks in

Mugwo Payam headquarters and was then

transferred to another location. The perpetrators

refused to give information on the victim's

whereabouts to his relatives.



January 23, 2022 [Based on multiple reports/accounts]: In the afternoon, a group of armed men

suspected to be from the Murle tribe attacked Baidit village and killed several civilians, including a 19-year-

old man, a 31-year-old woman and a 30-year-old man. The perpetrators were speaking Murle language and

were wearing dark, dirty and torn civilian clothes. During the attack, witnesses heard perpetrators screaming

"run quickly and catch them" and "kill them" in Murle language.

January 26, 2022: Twelve (12) armed men wearing civilian clothes and speaking the Murle language entered

the home of a 44-year-old woman, killed her, and abducted a 5-year-old girl. The local authorities in Baidit

have been informed about the incident. The Greater Pibor Administrative Area with the help of the UNDP is

trying to reunite abducted children and their families.

March 4, 2022: Around 04:00 eight (8) armed men with AK-47 rifles, wearing civilian clothes, attacked the

witness' house in Pajut Village, held him and her wife at gunpoint and requested the witness and his wife to

hand them their 9 years old daughter. As the witness' wife refused, one of the armed men shot her in the

chest, and she died on the spot. The perpetrators then took the witness' daughter and left. The witness was

able to recognize that the perpetrators were speaking Murle language. The witness also mentioned that this

is not the first-time incidents of child abduction have occurred, and believes that children are then sold.

April 05, 2022: At 16:30, armed men from the Murle tribe, wearing dark torn civilian clothes and armed with

AK-47s, abducted an 8-year-old boy traveling from Ajueny cattle camp to Poktap village. The witness

followed the perpetrators and heard them talking in Murle language and threatening people. The

perpetrators also opened fire against civilians. The witness reported the case of that abducted child to the

police and local authorities in Duk County. 

April 13, 2022: At 18:30, seven (7) armed perpetrators speaking Murle language, wearing dark civilian

clothes and carrying  AK-47s, entered the home of the victim as he was with his wife and three children. They

then shot the victim three (3) times in the chest. 

May 02, 2022: at 16:30, around a hundred (100) armed men from the Murle tribe attacked Poktap village,

abducted a 6-year-old girl and looted about five hundred (500) cows. They were wearing dark civilian clothes.

Approximately twenty (20) armed youths from the village gathered and followed the perpetrators toward the

Eastern part of the village, trying to rescue the abducted child and cattle that had been looted.

GREATER UPPER NILE

BOR

Most incidents reported in the Greater Upper Nile region relate to ethnically motivated attacks, generally

carried out by armed men from the Murle tribe. Monitors also covered several cases of child abductions in

the region. In this region, nineteen (19) killings perpetrated by unidentified armed group were reported, as

well as four (4) child abductions.
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July 21, 2022 [This incident occurred in Bentiu, but was documented in Juba]: Around 02:00, armed

soldiers wearing a green army uniform belonging to South Sudan People's Movement/Army (SSPM/A)

infiltrated the Headquarters of the Commissioner of Mayom County and killed him and twelve other persons

(his family members and bodyguards). Then, the soldiers set the house on fire and left the premises. The

witness believes this incident is motivated by revenge since the soldiers involved accused the authorities of

attacking them and killing seven of their soldiers. Furthermore, the chairman of the SSPM/A was discharged

from the army in August 2019 and stripped of his ranks. He was then brought to Juba and imprisoned for

one (1) year without any charges against him on account of the Presidential advisor. The attacks are

allegedly a retaliation against those acts. Some civilians tried escaping through the bush during the attack.

ANALYSIS

Between May and July 2022, human rights monitors documented incidents in different South Sudanese

regions (Rumbek, Tonj, Yei, Kajo Keji, Torit, Juba, Bor, and Bentiu). Based on their documentation, there is a

reasonable basis to believe that the reported incidents may amount to core international crimes or serious

violations of human rights and international criminal law. Most of the incidents reported by monitors

suggest that war crimes or crimes against humanity may have been committed. Additionally, several reports

underline the emergence of an alarming pattern of ethnic cleansing in certain areas.    Indeed, the

systematic nature of their attempts to chase away, kill, harm, intimidate and deprive populations of their

resources and livelihood, as identified on the basis of the witness' statements, demonstrates the intention of

perpetrators to entirely remove ethnic groups from their territories, which meets the elements of ethnic

cleansing. Taken in isolation from one another, certain specific incidents do not reach by themselves the

gravity threshold to constitute core international crimes. It is therefore imperative to view crimes

contextually and holistically and to recognize patterns of harm (e.g. targeting the same community or

occurring in the same region over a short period of time). The findings below illustrate the different means,

methods, and modus operandi used by perpetrators.

Numerous entities have reportedly committed international crimes within the South Sudanese territory.

South Sudan People's Defense Forces (SSPDF) soldiers are seemingly responsible for most of the violent

incidents recorded in this newsletter. Many victims or witnesses were able to recognize the perpetrators'

allegiance to the SSPDF due to their typical dark green military uniform, distinctive Landcruiser patrols, and

other identifiable features such as caps or badges stamped with "SSPDF'' writings. Their armed equipment

generally comprised AK-47 rifles, RPGs, and PKMs. On some occasions, SSPDF patrols were accompanied by

heavy military vehicles, including tanks. Incidents reportedly perpetrated by members of  the SSPDF included

BENTIU
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attacks against the civilian population in the form of arbitrary arrests, enforced disappearances, killings, ill-

treatment, torture, rape, sexual violence, looting, or destruction of property. Incident reports show that

many SSPDF attacks were carried out based on orders given by County Commissioners..... The widespread

involvement of SSPDF soldiers in conflict-related gender-based violence was also highlighted by incident

reports, with a significant number rape, sexual violence, and torture cases reported by monitors.

Members of the  South Sudan National Police Service (SSNPS) have also been identified by victims and

witnesses as perpetrators in multiple incidents targeting women and girls, particularly rape and sexual

violence. Moreover, the SSNPS seemed to be involved in joint operations with SSPDF soldiers and National

Security Service (NSS) members targeting civilians, including activists and demonstrators. They were also

reportedly involved in cases of ill-treatment and torture. Reports also show that the SSNPS aims to dissuade

victims from proceeding with complaints or requesting investigations.

Reports also highlighted the frequent involvement of National Salvation Front (NAS) members in attacks that

resulted in a significant number of civilian casualties. NAS members coordinated their attacks and

systematically set up checkpoints to loot valuable items or destroy property. They were generally recognized

by witnesses based on their military equipment (AK-47 rifles), insignia, common chants praising NAS, and

covered faces.

Members of the NSS have also been identified as perpetrators of ill-treatment and torture, arbitrary

detentions, and extrajudicial killings, particularly in the Juba and Rumbek regions. They were generally

described as wearing green or gray uniforms and badges and traveling along with plateless pickup trucks.

According to documented reports, NSS members systematically targeted civilians, including activists and

persons who publicly condemned abuses perpetrated by the South Sudanese authorities.

Incident reports featured in this newsletter confirm that most South Sudanese regions continue to be

affected by episodes of violence and brutal abuses. Civilians are not only targeted and subjected to grave

abuses and violations (arbitrary detention, extrajudicial killings, rape, torture, or enforced disappearance),

but are also impacted by the consequences of the multiple conflicts raging in the country. Indeed, political

power struggles, as well as interethnic violence and disputes over resources, are increasingly resulting in

civilian casualties. Communities see their resources looted, their livelihood diminished and their properties

destroyed. They also witness a surge in incidents of killings, sexual violence, abductions, and forced

displacements. These patterns of violence are increasing, as government forces, armed groups, and militias

seem to deliberately violate civilians' rights to inflict physical destruction, create a sense of fear amongst

communities, and sustain a climate of insecurity. This situation has fostered a considerable rise in conflict-

related sexual and gender-based violence, particularly affecting women and children. Sexual and gender-

based violence has become a means of oppressing and persecuting civilians in conflict-affected areas to

establish control, spread fear, or harm vulnerable members of the local communities. 
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The instability prevailing in most of these regions has led to massive displacement of populations, who seek

refuge in other areas or neighboring countries. In certain cases, civilians are forced to leave their homes by

armed entities seeking control over territories. Such massive displacements further deteriorate these

populations’ living conditions and the general humanitarian crisis in the country. The end result is that many

civilians are now left without resources and continue to be exposed to food insecurity,     leading to a further

escalation of communal disputes and an increased risk of further abuses.

Most of these violations remain under-documented and are not properly investigated by local or national

authorities. Impunity for these crimes remains the standard in South Sudan, as the domestic system fails to

hold perpetrators accountable and grant reparations or protection to victims. Without the implementation of

effective accountability mechanisms in the country, the population remains at risk, thus preventing both

reconciliation between communities and the establishment of a long-lasting peace process. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS

We call on the South Sudanese Government and authorities to take proactive steps in order to fulfill the

peace agreements implementation and to support local and alternative justice initiatives in different

regions. The central authorities must adapt their legal and institutional system in consistency with their

international obligations and in compliance with the relevant human rights norms and the Geneva

conventions. 

We call on South Sudan to bring about efforts in the establishment of the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission, the Hybrid Court and the Compensation and Reparation Authority, as part of the Revitalized

Agreement on the Resolution of the Conflict in the Republic of South Sudan (R-ARCSS), in order to ensure

transitional justice within the provisions of international law and to the benefit of accountability, redress

and compensation.

We recommend on neighboring States and UN State members to support the South Sudanese

Government in implementing the peace agreements and to provide resources and assistance to address

the humanitarian situation in the country.

We encourage the United Nations to strengthen its mission in South Sudan (UNMISS) and to increase its

monitoring and capacity-building capabilities in its engagements with national authorities and other

relevant actors, as well as their role in ensuring civilians’ security where appropriate. 

We call on the United Nations Security Council to conduct a proper and comprehensive monitoring of its

sanctions package, as per the renewal through Resolution 2633 (2022). 

We recommend humanitarian actors to establish a plan of assistance to the most vulnerable and

negatively affected groups and civilians, in close consultation with national authorities and international

or regional stakeholders.
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